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Abstract

The results of mixing matrix determination and their implications on

heavy quark decays are given. The decays of charm mesons D , D ,F into two

pseudo-scalar mesons are discussed in the framework of SU(3) symmetry.

The charm decays are also discussed in terms of quark diagrams. It is

demonstrated that the differences observed in the lifetime of D and D ,

and in the branching ratios B(D -»• K~K ) and B(D -»• IT~IT ) can be easily

incorporated.
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Abstract

The results of mixing matrix determination and their implications

on heavy quark decays are given. The decays of charm mescns D , D , F

into two pseudo-scalar mesons are discussed in the framework of SU(3)

symmetry. The charm decays are also discussed in terms of quark diagrams.

It is demonstrated that the differences observed in the lifetime of D and

D , and in the branching ratios B(D •*• K~K ) and B(D -> ir TT ) can be easily

incorporated.
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Introduction

The triumphant Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory for weak interactions

has established that the gauge group for weak electromagnetic interactions is

SU(2) x U(l). The intermediate bosons W", Z form the adjoint representations.

The quarks, however, fall in the fundamental representations of SU(2), i.e.

doublets . Further the quark eigenstates for the weak currents are mixed

(2)
states of the strong mass eigenstates, e.g. in the theory of Cabibbo ,

Glashow-Iliopolous-Miani^ \oiM) the quark doublets are ( ) ( ), where

::•) (:•)•

d' • cose d + sin9 s and s' =• -sine d + cos9 s, where 6 is tne Cabibbo angle,
c c c c c

(3)
The introduction of the charm quarks and the orthogonality in the mixing

was to insure the absence of flavor-mixing in the Z coupling with the quarks,which was

required by the extreme smallness of the branching ratio of B(k_ -> un) =

-9
9.1+1.8x10 . In this theory the relative strength of decays charm •*• strange

2
to charm -*• non-strange is characterized by tan 6 , the same parameter which

controls the relative strength of non-strangeness changing to strangeness

changing semileptonic decays. So far this has not been established by the direct

study of charm decays due to the scarcity of data.

(4)
As if Nature is repeating the history of the discovery of the J/¥

subsequently the charm particles, the T states have been observed. Together

with their production rate, it implies the existence of another quark of

charge - -r-, i. e. the b quark. Actually the existence of an additional

quark doublet was originally proposed by Kobayashi-ifaskawa in 1973 in

order to incorporate CP violation effects. If indeed the third pair of quarks

exists, it is natural to ask whether it mixes with the up-down and charm-strange

doublets. The determination of the mixing will have important implications
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on the calculation of lifetimes, decay rates of the b particles as well as

the charm particles. Here 1 report the work done in this direction with

R. E. Shrock W, S. B. Treiraan^ and F. Hilczek^10) , plus some new obser-

vations on charm decays.
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I.A. flavor Mixing Matrix

Assuming the existence of the third pair of quarks, the charged and

neutral weak currents of the quark-antiquark pair are respectively

J+ « (5,c,t)W s1 ) = (u,c\t)r* V ( s \ and (I.I)

j = (,a , s , D ;i I

\

where V is the mixing matrix

| j - (3,1,5)rVv/s \

Vud
Vcd

Vtd

V
us

cs
Vts

Vub
Vcb
Vtb

(1.3)

and

are matrices operating in the spinor space, and have no bearing on the

mixing matrix V. As a working hypothesis, we demand that there is no

flavor changing in J , i.e. V is unitary V V = I, then

j ° - dr°d + sr°s + br°b . (i.
V V V V

We should emphasize here that, unlike in K^ decay, whether there is flavor-

changing in B decay is yet to be determined in future experiments.
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Let's count the parameters for the mixing matrix V. A nxn unitary

2
matrix V can have n parameters. However, the 2n-l relative quark field

phases are not physical and can be eliminated. So there are n -(2n-l) =•

2
(n-1) parameters. An 0(n) matrix has %n(n-l) angles, so we have to

2
characterize the rest (n-1) - %n(n-l) » 5j(n-l)(n-2) number of parameters

by phases. For n-2, V is characterized by one angle, the Cabibbo angle, and

no phase parameter. For n*3, V is characterized by three angles and one

phase parameter. The following is the parametrization of Kobayashi and

Maskawa:^

cl S1C3 S1S3

-S1C2 cl c2 C3- S2 s3 e i 6 cl c2 S3 + S2 c3 e i 6

"S1S2 cl s2 e3 + c2 S3 e i 5 c2 s2 S3- C2 c3 e"

where c = cose., s. = sine..

In rhe Cabbibo - GIM theory

I
| v |2 + !v I2 = 1 |V I2 + |V I2 = 1, and! V /V = -V ,/V ,T ,,' ud1 'us' ' cd1 ' cs1 us ud cd cs . (1.6)

Thys from V V = I, the third row and column of V are zero except V , = 1 ,

which implies that the b particles are stable and t will only decay into b.

However, this and Eq. (1.6) both seem to conflict with experimental

information. If the b particles are indeed stable, it should have not

escaped the observation of the experiments by D. Cutts et al. and R. Vidal

et al , which put an upper limit on the lifetime of b, x < 5xio" sec.

(12)
Further, from the charm decay measurements of G. S. Abrams et al.



H r(D° ->K'K+)/r(D0 +K"TT +) = .'l±.O3 (1.7)

R2 E r(D° + ir"ir
+)/r(D° -> K~ir+) - .O3±.O1 . (1.8)

However, Eq. (1.6) implies

(13)
assuming SU(3) symmetry. Due to these important experimental implications,

a thorough and up-to-date analysis of the mixing angles are indeed needed.
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I.B. Determination of Mixing Angles

Here I shall give some highlights of the work and refer to Ref. (8) and

(9) for details. |v ,| is determined by comparing the strength of nuclear

3 -decay <f O#nd Al to u •* v e v . We assume that there is no mixing

among the leptons. Thus u decay does not depend on |V ,| ; however, the

nuclear B decay does. Here it is important to include the radiative corrections

0 +
from Y» Z and W~ , which are now calculable because we have a

renormalizable theory. We discovered that the radiative correction scheme

of Sirlin can be used even in the event of additional pairs of quarks

as long as the mixing matrix is unitary. The result is |V j|"0.9739+0.0025.

|V | is determined by studying the semileptonic decays of 2, A, and = ,

which involves |V I , and that of n -*- pe v , which involves the already-

US G
determined |V , I . The uncertainty involved in this analysis mainly comes1 uci'

from the use of *>U(3) symmetry, which relates all these decays, to the axial

vector form factors. The corrections due to finite momentum transfer are

negligible. The same number can be determined from K , decay. The uncertainty

involved here is again from SU(3) symmetry breaking, which is estimated to

be 5%. The result is JV | = 0.219+0.002. Our number of |v | is smaller

than that of Roos. . Combining the results, we have

lv J 2 + !v I2 = 0.996+0.004, (1.10)

1 ud' ' us'

comparing to 1.001±0.004 of Roos. The difference came partly from

improvement of data and partly from our more detailed phase space integration.

The central value of our |V ,| + JV | does allow a non-vanishing value of

V , , i.e. |v , | =0.004±.004 This means that the b quark does get mixed.
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To constraint the other two parameters Vcg, Vfid we use the two sets of

experimental informations, i.e. the K,, K. mass difference and the CP

violation parameter |e|. To remind you about the parameter e, consider

the mass matrix of [R >and [K > states;

(1.11)

where M.., p.. are transition matrix elements from virtual and physical

intermediate states respectively and can be complex numbers. CPT implies

M22* ril * r22' H e r m i t i c i t v Mij " Mu*> rij " rji* » a n d C P

M.. = M.., r.. " I... Thus CP invariance with CPT and hermiticity implies

that all M..» r.. are real. Therefore imaginary parts 11.. and r.. gives

CP violation. After diagonalizing the mass matrix M, one obtains the eigen-

states |Ks> = (l+ej JK°> - (l-e)|K°>, and pCL> = (l+e)|K°> + (1-£)|KG>,

where

where the superscript I, and R stand for imaginary and real parts respectively.

The parameter e can be measured by measuring n = <ir ir"|H |KT>/^w
+ir~|H |K >

e+e1, and T\QQ = <-A°|HjKL>/<1rV"|HwlKg> - e-2e', where

e' is a small quantity independent of e. The real part of the off diagonal

matrix element is related to the eigenvalues M , M,, I* , r_ of the mass
S li S u

matrix M by M £ 2 = fo^-M^, rj2 = |(^-r^, where Ms,rg, i^ , ̂ are the

mass and width of K • K-, respectively.
S u



The strategy here is to take ri2= j 7.4xlO~ GeV and I*.-?**) from experiment

and calculate M12> M-2 from Fig. (1), which involves the mixing matrix. The

imaginary part M*2 is directly from the complexity in the V 's. Comparing

the calculated M^«, M-2 with experimental numbers M? 2 * - •2x3.52:<10~ GeV and

+ (r^)2 - 2 x io~3,

we thus obtained V and V ..There Is one warning in calculating M._:

after abstracting all the known weak interaction information from Fig. (1),

one still needs to estimate a strong interaction matrix element «yj>j »

< k \[sy (l-Y-)d] [sV(l~y5)d] [k >. Here che uncertainty can be as big

as a factor of two from two different methods of calculations. ' Thus we

allow a factor of two in comparing M? 2 and |e|with experiments. Another

uncertainty is that we cannot fix the quadrants the angles e2, 83 and 6 of

Eq. (1.5) fall in. only ? = sign (tan92 tan9_ cos5) matters. Another

comment is that the results are rather insensitive to the t quark mass as

long as M ss 15 GeV.

To summarize, we take the central values and give the two solutions of

the. mixing matrix : ( 1 9 )' ( 2 0 )

For ?= sign (t 2t,O = +, Mfc = 15 GeV, where t. = tan9.

IsJ = .228, |s3j - .28, |s2| = .2, |sfi| - l.lxlO"
2,

d' - 0.97d + 0.22s + 0.068b,

s' » -.22d + (.85-.66xlO"3i)s + (.48+2.1xl0"3i)b,

b' = -.046d + (.48+3.2 10~3)s + (-.88-10"2i)b;
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For ? - -

j s j - .228, | s 3 | - .28, | s 2 | = 0.5, | s f i | - 0.5*10~2,

d* - 0.97d + 0.22s + 0.068b,

s1 *-.20d + (.95 - .75xl0"3i)s•+ (-.22 + 2.4xlO~3i)b,

b1 —.l id + (.20 + 1.3*10~3i)s + (.97 - 4.1xlO~3i)b.

It is interesting to observe that the magnitude of the matrix

element Is the largest on the'diagonal and decreases as the element

moves away from the diagonal, i.e. there are flavor mixings but they

like to keep the original identity,In physical terras, Q. quark decays in a

cascade fashion. The b particles will prominently decay into charm particles,

then charm to strange; the t particles will decay mainly into b particles.

From the mixing angles we can also calculate the lifetime of c.and b using

the naive W~ emission quark diagram. The b lifetime is typically few times

—14 -13
10 sec. and that of charm a few times 10 sec, which is in agreement

(21)
with experimental results. We refer the reader to the Table in Ref. (9)

for details.
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II. Charm decays

With the charm decay data forthcoming, it is important to calculate

the charm decay properties. Here I shall present the work done with

F. Wilcsek* ' for D ,D+,F+ decaying into two octet 0~ mesons. We shall

assume SU(3) symmetry.

The SU(3) property of the weak Hamiltonian

% - V ,V* csdu + V '/.cddu + V V+ cssu + V V+.cdsu
W ua cs ud cd us cs us c.'\

(ii.

is 3 x 3 x 3, where the charm quark c is a SU(3) singlet. The charmed

particles belong to 3. Thus the two-meson decays of D^DjF are characterized

by forming all possible SU(3) singlets out of 3x3x3x3x8x8 = NxIlxSxfl, where

N, H, M , M are three-dimensional matrices. M is the matrix for the 0 octet:

/2

N is formed out of the first pair of 3 x 3 and H is formed out of the second pair of

3 x 3 and we shall denote the antiquark 3 representation by a column vector, i.e.

u - ( 0 ] , 3 - / 1 ] , i = ( 0 ) , (II. 3)

W W W
and quark 3 representation by a row vector, i.e.

u - (1,0,0), d = (0,1,0), s = (0,0,1). (II.4)
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The 3 x 3 matrices N, H are formed by qq. There are six independent

ways of forming SU(3) singlets: a- TrN Tr(HM2), B- Tr(NH)Tr(M2), Y- Tr(NS)Tr(HSt)»

5 * Tr(NHH ), n™ Tr(N5fflH), and $« Tr(HNM ). However they manifest themselves only

in five independent amplitudes in D , D ,F decay as they should.[The reason is

that charm x H = 3 x (3 x 3 x 3)-3 x (3 + 6 + 15)=l+8,+8,+10,+81(.+27.c+101c,
W ' j o b ±J X J JLJ

but the 10's are antisymmetric, therefore do not contribute. Thus there are

only five independent amplitudes.] 'ihe amplitudes a, B, Y» £> n, and $

are related to the amplitudes A, B, C, D and E of Ref. (10) by /2A*r+6>

/2B--<5+n, yTO-ci+Y, /Zb-2B+(j>, I/2~E»6+ ̂ S+ r4>. The reader is referred to

Ref. (10) for a complete table of the results of D^, D+, F* decays ex-

pressed in terms of amplitudes A, B, C, D, E. Here we discuss some of

the highlights:

r(D° •> K V ) - 2 |VusVcsA + (VudVcd+VusVcs)D |, (II.5)

r(D° - *-*+) = 2|VudVcdA - (VU(JVcd+VusVcg)D|.

In the Cabibbo-GIM Theory V /V , = - V /V , Eq. (1.6) the coefficients of
US UQ £0 CS

the D amplitudes vanish, therefore, ^ = lv
us/

v
u<i'

 = R 2 = ^cd^cs' ' Eq.(1.9).

This is in disagreement with" the data, Eqs.(1,7)(1.8). However in the presence

(22)of more than two pairs of quarks , R̂. j6 R_, as shown in Eq. (II.5). Taking

the central value of the mixing angles, the data requires a rather large D,

|D/A| >5.

Some other comments:

(1) the triangle inequalities: /R^ - /R"2 < IVug/^-Vcd/^gH *^i
+ ^ 2

;

V ^ - /K2 £ |1 + D/Aj |Vug/Vud + Vcd/Vcs|<_ ̂  + rt2; (2) r(D
+ -v A ° ) l l ( D + - +

" 2 lVcd/Vcs!2; (3) r<D° - K ^ P ) - |Vus/Vud + Vcd/Vcs|
2, which

is zero in two-pair quark scheme; (4) r(F -»-Tr7r)=0 still holds.
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Now we can also ask what are the decay amplitudes expressed in terms

of quark diagrams. There are six types of quark graphs: a, b, c, d, e and f

as shown in Fig. (2). These graphs extract out only the weak interaction

characteristics. However, they are meant to include all strong interaction

effects, which we do not yet know how to calculate. These quark diagram

amplitudes are related to those A, B, C, D, E of Ref. (10) by A • a+c,

B = b-c, C = a-d, D * e+2f and 6E - 2c + 6f + e. A detailed discussion of

(23)
the results will appear in a future publication. Notice here that the quark

diagrams contributing to the D amplitude are e and f, the so-called "Penguin"

diagrams; but we can offer no reason why they are big.

For total hadronic decays, the contributing quark diagrams are

a, b, c, d, e, and f of Fig. (3). The decay width of D , D , F to all

hadrons are given by

(D •*• hadrons) = JV ,V (a+b+c) | ,

(D+ •* hadrons) = lv
ud

v
cs<a

+1>) j*. (II-6)

(F+ ->• hadrons) = |V .V (a-tfmi)l2.1 ucl cs '

Here I hs.ve given the mixing-matrix dominating contributions. Recent experi-

ment indicates that ^ T(D •+ all)/r(D -> all) > 6 . This implies amplitude

c dominates the amplitude a+b. Measurements of the F lifetime will shed light on

the relative importance of the amplitude d to that of a+b.

The decay amplitudes can also be classified according to SU(3) classifi-

(23)

cations. We see that we have the exciting scenario that our understanding

of the weak decay dynamics will be advanced by the rich variety of future

experimental information on charm and heavier quark decays.

This research was performed under contract DE-AC02-76CH00016 with the

U. S. Department of Energy.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: The box graph for calculating the K°-K° transition matrix.

Fig. 2: Quark diagrams for charm decaying into two mesons.

Fig. 3: Quark diagrams for charm inclusive decays.
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